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WHAT WE DID:
Touch sensor specialist Zytronic has been working
closely with domestic appliance leader Bosch und
Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH (BSH) in the development
of its latest full surface induction cooktop (the
recently launched CX 480) for its premium Gaggenau
brand product portfolio. The flagship ceramic hob
utilises Zytronic’s innovative Projected Capacitive
Technology (PCT™) to create a kitchen appliance that
is as stylish as it is practical.
The CX 480’s display employs a 6.5 inch (165 mm)
version of the Zytronic ZYBRID® customised touch
sensor. In a demonstration of capability, the touch
sensor’s accompanying controller chipset together
with a customized firmware has been integrated
within the hob’s motherboard. Every one of Zytronic’s
PCT touch sensors consists of an intricate matrix of
ultra-thin conductive capacitors, which are just 10 μm
in diameter, embedded into a laminated substrate. A
special feature of the technology (and utilised by BSH

in this application) is its ability to be mounted behind
a thick glass or plastic overlay, thereby protecting the
touch sensor from sources of potential damage. As a
result touch sensors using PCT sensors are much
more durable and typically have far longer life spans
than those using traditional resistive or surface
capacitive sensing technologies, and can therefore be
used in the most demanding touch applications..
Since cooking with induction is quicker, more precise
and has greater energy efficiency, the task has been
to develop a cooktop which incorporates a number of
technical innovations in a sleek, modern design.
Finding a touch sensor solution that could meet
performance and design requirements was not easy.
The technology had to provide outstanding reliability,
even in high temperatures. Crucially for the design, it
was also critical that the sensor was capable of
smooth touch operation, even when mounted behind
a totally flat, easy to clean glass ceramic surface.
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